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Rare is the Person who Understands Shabad

PART – 5

‘KHOJI’

SHABAD Part-5
Alcohol has two separate forms:1)

Gross form: -

Colourful, alcoholic Solution

2)

Subtle form: -

When alcohol is consumed, it has an
unusual effect on the mind, body and
intellect. This effect is called
‘intoxication’.

The first (gross) form diffuses or disappears into the second (subtle)
form of intoxication.
The first gross form – is limited to sight, speech, hearing and
imagination.
The second subtle form – makes itself discernable in the physical,
mental, emotional state through which the manifestation of some unique,
happiness
joy
exuberance
bloom
nimbleness
carefree ness
intoxication
wondrousness
intoxicated eyes
flushed face
stuttering
tingling melody
braveness
egotism
1
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takes place.
The knowledge of the first form of alcohol is hollow, intellectual and
is limited to the imagination.
Going within the body, the form of ‘alcohol’ changes completely, and
in the mind and body, an extraordinary ‘intoxication’ develops. In other
words the alcohol that goes within us takes the form of ‘intoxication’.
‘Alcohol’: is limited to words, language and thoughts, but
‘Intoxication’: thrusting, inhabiting and diffusing itself into every
fibre of the body, mind and intellect, shows its unmistakable play in
every aspect of mental life. To put it another way, the form that the
‘intoxication’ of alcohol takes, is the manifestation of alcohol’s innate
demerits.
This intoxication of the alcohol is temporary. It wears off after a while
and after that the ‘hangover’ takes over. With this, the condition of the
drunkard is worse off than before.
The (exact) opposite of this, Divine ‘intoxication’ of the ‘Shabad’Wordless-Word’ or ‘Naam’ is remains permanently, is stable and keeps
the seeker intoxicated in the ever new state of pleasurable ‘relish of love’.
This Divine form’s manifestation, the intoxication of the ‘Essence-word’
remains active day and night.
He, who drinks God's elixir, ever remains imbued, while other essences wear
off in an instant
All other relishes wear off in a moment
Intoxicated with Lord's essence one is ever happy in mind
In other revelments, anxiety befalls one ||1||
He who drinks God's Nectar is inebriated and intoxicated.
All other pleasure are but paltry (vain) O man. Pause.
377

O Yes! with the ‘thunder’ or ‘manifestation of the ‘Guru’s Shabad’ in
the mind, body and the soul:the sweet enjoyable ‘tremor’
the ‘shiver’ of bliss
the ‘soul-swing’
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the emotions of soul’s relish
the ‘greatest relish’ of the soul
the ‘joy of the soul’
the waves of the soul
the sweet divine ‘shiver’
carefree ‘ever-alertness’
‘pure ecstasy’
‘ever present intoxication’
‘joy of the Lord’s Lotus Feet’
spontaneously spring forth and appear.
For obtaining this highest of the highest, purest of the purest Divine
State, it is absolutely essential that we –
listen
unravel
discover
find
recognise
contemplate
love
cultivate
experience
the ‘Essence Shabad or Wordless-Word’.
But we are contented with the ‘listening’ of Gurbani’s Shabad or
Wordless-Word form, with our gross ears and keep believing this
(practice) to be the divine destination.
But according to Gurbani, the truth is that the ‘Essence-Shabad or
Wordless-Word’ can only be heard or experienced with the ears of our
internal, intuition-filled consciousness.
There the unstruck music plays day and night. Through the Guru's
instruction this celestial strain is heard
If she hearkens to the Guru's instructions, it is then, that the Joyous
Beloved meets
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Hear thou the Name, understand thou the Name, and keep thou thy
attention fixed on the True Name
429
When man heart the Lord's Name, he becomes emancipated in life
1343

As long as our attention and consciousness is ‘focused externally’, we
listen to the Shabad or Gurbani with our physical ears, but when the
consciousness becomes ‘focused internally’ with the linking up of the
‘Shabad or Word-Consciousness’, then through ‘intuition’, Divine Music
will be heard within the soul. This has been referred to as:hearing of the Shabad-Wordless-Word
Naam sound-current
unstruck sound
unstruck melody
unstruck Word.
Our physical ears can only listen to the written language or the spoken
word.
They are not capable of listening to the ‘Essence-Word’ form of
Divine Manifestation namely Naam, sound melody, etc.
With the rising of the sun all the demerits and conflicts of the darkness
spontaneously, automatically disappear. On the other side, with the coming
of the ‘light’, all the blessings of the sun become available by themselves.
Exactly in the same way, through the Intuitional Manifestation of the
Shabad or Wordless-Word, within the innate self , both mental and spiritual
blessings become spontaneously available.
The following short discussion describe a few of these numerous blessings
and benevolences.
In Gurbani, egotism has been classified as a chronic disease. Egotism
has no such form of its own. It is the just a doubt-fallacy of the mind.
Egotism emerges from the pitch darkness of materialism or ignorance.
4
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This ignorance appears when one turns their face away and forgets the
Creator.

Egotism indeed is the root cause of all the quarrelsome elements. That
is why it is called a chronic disease. This chronic disease is indeed the
prime cause of all physical and mental pain-conflict and afflictions.
Intellectual cleverness, rites-rituals, etc. cannot free anyone from
egotism. According to Gurbani the illumination of the ‘Shabad - WordlessWord’ or ‘Naam’ is the one and only way through which egotism can be
destroyed or renounced.
Through the Name still thy ego and obtain bliss in the Lord's true mansion
429
From hope and fear, he becomes free and his ego, he burns with God's
Name
468
Through the Guru's word one's ego is stilled

1259

Putting His Name eagle-spell in the mouth, God has destroyed the poison
of pride
1260
Through the Name, man rids himself of his ego and I am ness

1342

To please the Primal Lord Waheguru, the human has to embellish
himself with Divine Virtues and all these Divine Virtues can be acquired in
the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, through the cultivation of the
‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’.
She ought to dedicate her soul and body to her spouse, and nurture
affection for His world

89

She easily remains imbued in the love of her Beloved and makes His world
her decoration
129
The happy wives, who are adorned with Guru's word, are imbued in truth
427
Make thou the True Gurbani thy crimson coloured clothes and let the
fear and love of God be thy ornaments
786

According to the deeds committed in the previous lives each and every
person has to face numerous difficulties and conflicts in his life. But an
ordinary person easily gets agitated and restless in these difficulties.
5
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So many endure distress, deprivation and constant abuse.
Even these are Your Gifts, O Great Giver!

Jap Ji – 5

According to (the above line from Gurbani), it appears that distress and
deprivation play the role of ‘medicine’ in emancipating man. This ‘truth’ or
‘mystery’ can only be understood through the practice of Gurbani, the
Word of the Guru.
O True One, whatever Thou doest that is good. By Guru's instruction
this understanding is obtained
301
They, who are imbued with the Name are pure. They walk according to True
Guru's will
234

Every person is caught in the quagmire of some sort related to either
family, society, politics or religion. Only ‘yearning for God’ can break the
burdens of attachment and materialism. This ‘yearning’ arises out of the
cultivation and practice of the ‘Shabad’ or Wordless-Word.
By Guru's instruction the soul abides in its own home and sings the True
Gurbani with love
568
The supreme world-renouncers earn the profit of the True Name

1054

Perfectly detached are they, who are imbued with the Lord's Name

1332

Every human desires his own praise and for this he seeks the support of
numerous religious rites-rituals or wealth and youth. But this worldly praise and
respect is false because it vanishes very quickly. The truth is that, it is only with
the cultivation and practice of the ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’, in the company
of the holy, that one attains the ‘praise of the Naam’ and in the court of the Lord
true ‘respect’ and honour.
Through the True Name, one obtains true honour

1046

Nanak, through the Guru's word one easily meets with Lord, the Life of the
world and honour
1037
Through True Word springs honour, true is the Name of the True Lord 69

Each action of every person revolves around effort, desire, motivation,
attention, ‘wealth of youth’ and ‘me-mine-ness’. For this reason being automatically
entangled in ‘me-mine-ness’, he remains absorbed in materialism.

6

Exactly in same way, the Guru’s slave, while cultivating and practicing the
Guru’s Shabad, gets absorbed in the Shabad or Wordless word and remains
detached from materialism.
6

Through Guru's teaching enshrine affection for the True Lord

230

Within thy mind, utter thou the True name and enshrine thou affection
for the True Lord
909
By Guru's instruction, he should enshrine love for Thee alone, O Lord
and imbued with Thy Name remain satiated therewith
1012
He, who ever remains detached by the Guru's gospel, His mind is
attuned to the True Lord
1061
They, whom the Lord saves are saved and they attune to His Name

1417

In the worldly ocean of grief or the quagmire of materialism, only
‘godly-love’ can free man. This ‘godly love’ can only arise by abiding in
the presence of Guru-orientated beloveds or the Sadh-Sangat, the company
of the holy through the cultivation and practice of ‘Shabad or Word Consciousness.
When man's mind is attuned to the word, he comes to enshrine affection
for the True Lord
920
He, within whose mind, the Lord enshrines his love, is easily embellished
with the True Name
1016
Hearing Thine word, my mind is enraptured

1117

They, within whose mind the wealth of the Lord's love abides, remain
easily absorbed in Him
They, who are imbued with the Name; they assume deep red dye and are
naturally steeped in the Lord's sublime love
1234
They come to still their mind through the True Name and day and night love
the Lord's Name
1284
It is through the Guru's instruction. that one praises the Lord with
hearty love and affection
1286

The Primal Lord is the Ocean of Virtues. By cultivating the practice of
the Shabad or Wordless-Word, in the Sadh-Sangat or the company of the
holy through thought, word and deed, the seeker himself becomes the
treasure house of Divine Virtues.
Through the Guru's word, the mine of jewels, the Lord's feet are
meditated upon

1318

Thou art the Giver of merits and art recognised through the Name. Uttering
Thy praise the mortals merge in Thee, O Virtuous Lord
601

7

7

Through the Guru man obtains peace and performs Lord's devotional service day and
night. Uttering His praises he merges in the praise-worthy One
117

Through the cultivation of the shabad, a useless and sinful body becomes
pure, valuable and beautiful like gold.
God's palace is embellished with His Name, it is an invaluable fortress of gold
1346
Reflecting on the Name, the body becomes like gold

1065

It is only through the cultivation of the Shabad or Word –Wordless, that the mind of
the seeker gets reassured and believes in the subtle and invisible presence or
‘form’ of the Primal Lord.
The Unseeable and Inscrutable Lord is propitiated through the Guru's word
1024
Being propitiated with the Guru's word, this soul is enraptured

1031

Meditating on the Name, one in-drinks the Lord's elixir and is pleased with
Truth, O Nanak
1126
Through the Guru's word, the mind is pleased and the unsatiable soul is sated
1407

Mind is extremely restless and undisciplined. It can only be disciplined by
the cultivation of the Shabad or Wordless-Word and (subsequently) experience
peace.
Nanak, I have obtained deep vision and peace and with the Guru's word my soul is
consoled
1107
Seeing my Lord, I am transported and through the Guru's word my mind is cooled.
1251
Snapping the worldly bonds, he abides in the house of emancipation,
and by the Guru's word, sits in the ever-stable mansion.

1262

Because of the doubt fallacy of materialism, the ‘human being’ through his
shrewdness, makes an effort with his limited intellect to acquire peace and comfort,
but instead, becoming ‘action-bound’, he suffers difficulties and becomes the
victim of Jum, the couriers of death.
But if the human, by being in the Sadh Sangat, or the company of the holy,
cultivates the Shabad or Wordless-Word, he acquires the ‘wisdom to discern’ or
‘Intuitional Knowledge’ or ‘Divine-Awareness’. With this he gets Divine ‘lifedirection. In this way, the seeker becomes an ‘exalted swan’ in the house of the
Guru.
8
8

Through the Guru's word, the mind becomes the jeweller, which then,
assays God, the diamond
1325
The world is unclean and Immaculate is the True Lord. So, contemplate
thou Him, through the Guru's word.
Rare are known to be such persons, within whom is the gnosis of God,
the Enemy of ego.
1331
They, who are imbued with the Divine word and enshrine the true Name
in their heart, are the great swans
585
Gurmukhs too belong to the family of swans of highest order who merging
their consciousness in the Word remain stabilized.
Due to their power of knowledge and meditation, the gurmukhs sift milk from
water (i.e. truth from falsehood).
VBG 30/4
Preaching loving devotion, they, through the holy congregation, reside in the
abode of truth.
Gurmukhs being swans of the highest order (paramhans) keep their
consciousness merged in the Shabad or Word.
VBG 12/18

According to (the quotation) ‘The soul-bride and the Husband Lord live
together as one..’ the soul-bride (in man) and the Primal Soul (Waheguru)
throughout the eight watches (or twenty four hours) reside in the bedchamber of the heart. However, materialistic thoughts and sinful ways
have resulted in the in the Husband-Lord being never ever in the mind.
By cultivating the Shabad or Wordless-Word in thought, word and deed
in the presence of the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, the
remembrance of the Husband-Lord, takes root in the heart. By continuously
engaging in the love-filled remembrance or Simran, the union of the
Husband-Lord and the soul-bride takes place.
The Embellishments befit the pious bride, who under the Guru's
instruction, keeps her Groom enshrined in her heart

1278

She is adorned with the Name and is dear to her True Lord.
She alone is the true bride and the Lord lends her His support. 934

Due to numerous difficulties, conflicts and worries, the mind goes into
a melancholy state, and remains detached from love, relish, joy and
exuberance. But with the cultivation of the Shabad or Wordless –Word,,
virtuous thoughts and Divine Blissful Emotions keep sprouting by
themselves and the mind (filled) in the intoxication of joy-love-relish
always keeps blooming.
9
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Ever happy is he, who reflects on the Guru's word.

1176

The vegetation has flowered, and gives dense shade.
By the Guru's grace, one blossoms forth spontaneously.
1174
Everyone blossoms, O Nanak, by reflecting over the Lord's Name and
the Guru's word
1285
This soul blossoms through the Guru's instruction and utters the Name
of God, the Giver of virtues
1175
The eternal beatitude, they abide, day and night, and they are the dust of the
feet of the virtuous
466

According to the quotation ‘Difficulty is the gate and anger is the gate
keeper, where breath connects both desire and anxiety,’.‘Desire’ and anxiety
are the two very large and solid gates of the tenth mansion. The ‘rock hardgayes’ of the mind only open through the continuous cultivation of the
Shabad or Wordless-Word in the Sadh-Sangat, the company of the holy.
The adamantine shutters of the tenth gate open not, Through the Guru's
word alone they get opened
954
The adamantine doors of the tenth gate are knowingly closed and shut.
Through the Guru's word, they are wide-opened

1033

In this way as the hard heavy doors open as the result of cultivating
the practice of the Shabad or Wordless-Word, the awareness or knowledge
of the three ‘worlds’ comes into being.
He recognises the Lord in the three worlds

221

For every deed a man does, he plans and makes an effort. In this
concern, his mental tension builds up. But the one who has acquired Naam
through the cultivation of the Shabad or Wordless-Word, then according to
Guru Ji’s quotation,
The Lord automatically accomplishes the tasks of those, to whom the
Name of God is dear
638

God takes full care of all the work, man sets out to do.
Nanak, Infinite is the Lord's Name, which has arranged everything

320

The loosened knot is tied again through wisdom.
By Guru's instruction, one's affairs are adjusted in one's own home
933
He Shall own thee and shall arrange all thine affairs

10

10

917

Only the singing of the praises of the Lord with full attention, in the
company of holy evolved souls, through the Shabad or Word of the Guru,
can an awareness of the ‘unutterable narration’ take place and bring
about a union with the Lord.
The Lord is my Guru, whose meditation, I, His disciple, greatly love.
Uttering the discourse of the Ineffable Lord I remain detached.
943
Such is the unique Lord, by meditating on whose Divine discourse,
the man crosses the terrible ocean
943
O divine, understand thou this riddle. This sermon of the Ineffable
Lord is in the mind...
When the true Guru is met and the Name abides in the mind, then
alone is the Lord known.
1093
By great good fortune, the pious persons attain to God and utter His
unutterable story
774

For the sake of attaining glory in the world, the whole mankind is
madly after wealth, youth, ‘chair’, (position) etc. Even in the religious
sphere, many people indulge in numerous religious rites-rituals, chants,
penance and various disciplining postures for the sake of the glory that
Naam (brings). But this glory of the Naam , manifests itself only with the
help of the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy with the surrendering
of the egotism through the Shabad or Wordless-Word.
Nanak, he alone is blessed with glory, within whose mind the Name is
contained
952
Nanak, by the Guru's grace, one contemplates the Name and then is blessed
with the glory of the Lord's Name
1132
Meditating on the Name, thou shalt come into the Home of bliss.
Through the True Name, thou shalt be blessed with glory.

832

The whole of the life of the worldly and religious category (of people) is
lived at the level of the three attributes of materialism. But the procurement of
supreme salvation or the supreme level takes place only in the institution of
the ‘Sadh-Sangat’ the company of the holy through the cultivation of the
Shabad or Wordless-Word.
Rare is the person who drinks the name nectar
Nanak he attains to the supreme dignity.

394

The Guru has implanted in me his instruction and I have attained the supreme
status. My duality is dispelled and I have procured peace
535

11

11

The human being, adrift in the ‘whirlpool’ and the ‘storms of anxiety’
of the materialistic ‘Ocean of Fear’, continuous to suffer. This ‘Fiery Ocean
of Grief’ or “world ocean can only be crossed by our ‘consciousness when
it boards the ship of the Shabad or Wordless-Word.
The dreadful, formidable and unfathomable world-ocean is crossed through
the Guru's instruction
962
Give thou the exposition of this discourse; How does the Lord ferry the man across
the terrible ocean?
943
The True Guru is the ship and True Name the oars to ferry the mortal across the
world-ocean
1009
This hideous world sea is crossed over by Guru's instruction

1043

He, who has created this all-aught; he alone understands its mystery. Contemplating
the Guru's word, one is ferried across the dreadful world ocean
1342
Now this earth cannot be upheld without the saints.....

VBG 1/22

According to the above quotations, earth is supported by the spiritual
power of the Guru-Orientated beloveds who are imbued in the ‘Shabad orWord
Consciousness’.
There, ambrosia is man's food and resounds there the celestial strain, with
which music the world is sustained
441

The Naam form of ‘Love Substance’ is interwoven and intertwined in the
Guru’s Shabad or Word. In the true-institution of the ‘Sadh-Sangat’ the
company of the holy, because of thought, word and deed, through the grace of
the Guru, merger with the Naam spontaneously takes place through the
cultivation and practice of the Shabad or Wordless-Word.
Nanak, within him resounds the immaculate music of the Name and
he merges in the Lord's True Name
1038
By Guru's instruction, I have realised the unbeaten music and enjoy
the Divine relish of God's Name
921

Sinful and materialistic thoughts, emotions etc. which cause enormous
anxiety and mental tension, automatically keep sprouting like a fountain from
our mind. By engaging in the cultivation of the Shabad or Wordless-Word in
the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, every thought and emotion, gets
divinely grafted with the ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’. This results in the
musical resounding of the blissful, wondrous, and sweet unstruck melody
or celestial jingle.
12

12

The melodious celestial strain rings there, By the Guru's word it is heard
954
Through the Word of the Guru's Shabad, the mortal is united, and
then embellished; the unstruck melody of the sound current
resounds.
767
Hail, hail unto him for whom the celestial music plays.

He continually hears it makes merry and proclaims Lord's praise

295

My soul is bewitched by the unstruck melody, wondrous is whose
relish
1226

Duality arises because of ignorance, doubt and duality which keeps
faith in a state of flux. But under the guidance of ingrained faith filled Guruorientated beloveds or the Sadh-Sangat, the company of the holy, with the
cultivation of the Guru’s Shabad or Word, duality and doubt move away
and the seeker remains in a state of divine stability and equipoise.
Imbued with the name and inebriated with supreme bliss night and
day, they sing God's praise
601
Remembering the Name, my soul is illumined and I now remain
merged in celestial bliss

753

Imbued with Gurbani and inebriated with gnosis, they enshrine the
Name in their mind
771
Meditating on the Name, thou shalt come into the Home of bliss 833
When the mind is imbued with the Guru's word, duality is easily
effaced
1350

As long as man does not die to worldly hopes and desires, for that length
of time, the attainment of Naam does not take place. In other words, it is only
by cultivating the practice of the Shabad or Word (of the Guru) in Sadh Sangat ,
that man is able to ‘die’ to the materialistic life and attain a Divine life by taking
a new birth in the Divine Realm.
He who dies through the Lord's Name and stills his mind; O blessed is
the mother who bore him
1286
He becomes dead in life in an instant, when he realises the Lord

13

932

Dying by Guru's world, thou shalt eternally live afterwards and then,
thou shalt not die again
604
13

He who dies of Guru's word banishes self-conceit from within him

361

Being born in the True Guru's home I have changed my life's course and
ended is my wandering
940

When the consciousness, mind and intellect of the seeker, gets fashioned in
the true institution of the the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, through the
cultivation of the Shabad or Word, then intuitional spiritual knowledge sprouts
within him.
From God emanates ambrosial Gurbani which the Exalted Guru narrates
and preaches to the world
125
Merging consciousness in the Word, the unfashioned (mind) becomes
a fashioned jewel.
VBG 18/22
With the True Guru's word this soul of mine is pierced through and
within my mind too is the True Gurbani
1259

While cultivating the Shabad or Wordless-Word, the seeker gets to reside
in the innate self, in the home of his own being or acquires a state of
‘spontaneous-meditation’. With this every possible form of wandering
comes to an end.
Immaculate are the ones, who praise their Lord and they abide in their
own Home
1054
If man knows God, the seat of bliss and contentment and through
Guru's word effaces his ego and sin, then he abides in his own home
of fearlessness
940
By practising the True Name, man gets to his own home, and obtains
the Treasure of merits
436

The human form as the ‘female gender’ can only become a bride if she
discards evil, surrenders her mind and body and decorates or bedecks
herself with the virtues like humility etc. But this decoration can only be done
in the (presence of the) Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy.
She, who is imbued with Gurbani and bears love and affection to the True
Guru, is a happy bride
Then alone she is considered to be the happy wife, if she ponders on the
Guru's teaching

14

90
334

Enshrining the Name in her mind and making the decoration of the Lord's fear
and love she becomes the true bride forever
787

14

God's Name is the body's embellishment, by which it attains peace forever
1092
Gurbani is the embodiment of the Guru and the Guru is the embodiment of Gurbani…982

According to the above quotations the ‘Guru’s Shabad or Word’ and
‘Guru’ are interwoven. As the seeker in thought, word and deed, cultivates
the ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’ in the Sadh Sangat, the company of the
holy, he gets nearer to the Guru. In this way he spontaneously attains the
‘Mansion’ of the Guru.
The bride, who is propitiated with the Name and whose mind is softened; she
abides in her Lord's mansion…
Gurbani unites the mortal with God and then is he embellished and the unstruck
music resounds within him
He, who through Guru's house searches the Lord within his heart home merges
in the All-pervading one
767
Through the Guru's instruction, the Lord's Mansion is seen in one's own home
839

It has been stated earlier that all the virtues of the Primal Being are
present in the ‘Shabad’. Therefore the ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’ too is
omnipresent and ‘all pervading and permeating’.
The Guru, the embodiment of God, remains absorbed in the Lord's Name

1112

He sees the Sire Lord ever close at hand,
and through the Guru's instruction, he realises the Lord fully filling all

1173

Through the Guru's teachings, the Master of the universe has become
manifest unto me and I now see the Lord, the source of bliss, pervading everywhere
1316
His Name, that is within all, should abide in his own home, so that the mind's wandering
may cease. The mind then obtains the Lord, whose light is pervading the three
worlds
945

The Primal Lord Himself is pure and the ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’
and ‘Naam’ that sprouts from Him is ‘blemishless’ as well. But man’s mind
becomes black and dirty while residing in the dungeon of materialism.
This dirt can only be erased through the continuous cultivation of the
‘Shabad or Word’ in the presence of the Sadh-Sangat, the company of
the holy. Only then the ‘mind’ becomes pure.
Attaching thyself to the Name, wash thou thy soul and continue to fix thy mind on
God
920

15

15

Pure immaculate and truthful are the persons, who profess love for
the One Lord
910
They, who are imbued with the Name are pure. They walk according to
True Guru’s will.
234
With the Name, my soul and body are rendered pure and God has come
to abide in my mind
601
O Lord, Thou Thyself are pure and pure are Thine slaves, who ponder
over the Guru's word
1155
Through the Guru's word, the mind becomes immaculate and the
mind's ego is stilled
1334

To link our internal ‘light’ with the ‘Primal-Light’ is the principal
goal or target. of human life Therefore it is through the cultivation of the
Shabad or Word;ess-Word that a seeker can distance himself from egotism
in the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy and merge with the Primal
Being Waheguru.
The soul is God and He is obtained by pondering over the Name

1031

Through the Name, man's mind is illumined, he abides in peace and his light
blends with the Supreme Light
1068
Nanak through the True Name, the Lord pardons the mortal and
ushering him into His presence, unites him with Himself

854

By the Guru's gospel the True Lord is ever known. By meeting the
True Lord happiness is gained
128

In the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, the seeker can attain
‘jewels’ and ‘jems’, the embodiment of numerous virtues, through the
cultivation of the ‘Guru’s Shabad or Wordless-Word’. In other words,
like the (quotation in Gurbani) ‘The calico-printer, worth half a shell, is now
worth millions’ the seeker becomes the owner of Divine Wealth or
‘treasure’.

16

He alone attains to his Beloved, who utters with Love the Guru's word

963

Within the mortal are produced jewels and rubies.
By the Guru's instruction, man assays them the gets them assayed.

112

16

When I opened and saw the treasure of my father, and grand father,
my soul, then, became immensely pleased.

186

It has been mentioned in the previous lekhs (writings) that all subtle
and gross virtues of the Primal Lord are present in the ‘Shabad or
Wordless-Word’.
Every religion and religious text mentions ‘Naam’ and the attainment
of ‘Naam’. Therefore in the light of Gurbani it is essential to clarify the
thoughts related to ‘Shabad or Wordless Word’ and ‘Naam or Name’.
By Guru's instruction, the Name wells up in the mind and by Guru's
instruction, the mortal is united in the Lord's union
644
The Supreme Guru's word is the Lord's name and this Name, I
enshrine in my mind
Within them is the infinite sweet Name of God, and through the
Name, they obtain the nine treasures
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‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’ and ‘Naam or Name’ are the two aspects of
Divine Illumination.
‘Shabad or Wordless-Word,’ is the symbol of Divine ‘Presence’.
‘Naam or Name’ is the living extension of this illumination.
In other words, both ‘Shabad or Wordless-Word’ and ‘Naam or Name’
are the symbols and manifestation of ‘Divine-Presence’.
In the pitch darkness of nightfall, we experience vagueness, doubtambiguity, (and in this state) we make numerous mistakes, we stumble and
insects, worms, mosquitoes, snakes, thieves, robbers etc. launch attack on us.
But when the sun rises then:the darkness moves away by itself.
insects and worms disappear.
thieves and robbers take flight.
mosquitoes, snakes etc. go into hiding.
indistinctness does not remain.
doubts-ambiguities take leave
17
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stumbling is avoided
(and we) saves (ourselves) from numerous calamities.

Apart from this, we take advantage from the numerous blessings of all
the virtues of the sunlight like light, heat, power, and life-current and
make our life comfortable, fulfilling and successful.
Exactly in the same way is the condition of our innate mind.
In the pitch darkness of Maya or materialism, the mind is deluded by
‘egotism’s’ ‘doubt-fallacy’ and this is the reason why we continue to face
difficulties and conflicts and quite unnecessarily, we keep wasting away our
‘pearl’ like birth.
Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations the whole
world had perished
133

Through the ‘Sadh Sangat’ the company of the holy, we are awakened
from our sleep of materialism and with the aid of ‘Naam or Name’ the
illumination of the ‘Shabad or Wordles-Word’ takes place in our innate
self. With this light, all doubt-fallacies of Maya or materialism disappear. In
this way numerous ‘virtues’ and blessings of the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Naam’
manifest within and become part of our innate self. For example:the mind gets focused
the mind calms down
the mind experiences peace
there is joy in the mind
there is a divine pull
(one) feels like doing Simran
Simran gets ingrained
Simran goes on spontanously
mercy-forgiveness springs forth
there is an urge to indulge in sewa or service
(one) gets absorbed in the Shabad or Word
Celestial Melody begins
Divine Power comes into being
Unstruck Melody Resounds
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experiences the relish of Divine Love
quaffs (or drinks) the Goblet of Love
the fountain of Naam or Name springs forth
(one) hears Unstruck Sound
(one) eats the Food of Immortality
(one ) dwells in the Real House (within)
the Lord Thunders
experiences endless bliss
the Intoxication of the Naam or Name arises
becoming unceasingly carefree
the experience of the Shabad or Wordless-Word takes place.
In this way our life becomes peaceful in this world and soothing in the
next.
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- Continued.

